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Company:TCBY 
Location of Presentation: 2013Annual TCBY Franchise Conference

1. Problem: Employee turnover due to bad management presented by KellieAnn (CEO)

2. Analysis: presented by KellieAnn (CEO)

a. Unusually high employee turnover in last 6 months

b. Hire a third party to survey former employees to learn about their experience with

     the company

3. Criteria: presented by Charish (Store Owner)

a. Resolved in 3 months

b. Use existing training materials

c. Spend no more than $1,000

4. Consider Solutions: presented by Charish (Store Owner)

a. Train current manager with available resources

d. Fire and then rehire and new manager

c. Use employee feedback from survey to guide problem solving

5. Evaluate and Decide: presented by Michael (Employee #1)

a. Analyzing our former employee feedback, we have decided to retain our current

    manager and re-train him with existing resources

6. Implement Solution: presented by Danielle (Employee #2)

a. Contact and address manager about our problem

b. Retrain over the next three months; if no change then we will fire and rehire



c. Reshow training videos with a quiz to check for understanding

d. Weekly performance review by owner

e. Privately survey current employees regarding the manager throughout the process

7. Follow Up -  presented by Charish (Store Owner)

a. Compare the changes in current employee interviews

b. Current attrition rates after three months

c. Sale/profit changes

8. Review: presented by KellieAnn (CEO)

a. Decided to retain manager

b. Employee morale is higher and there are less complaints

c. Lower attrition and higher profits

d. Developed an employee reporting system

e. Continue random employee surveying

f. It was more cost effective and more efficient to retrain our manager than it would have been

    to fire and rehire and new manager

9. Survey questions and answers

   Q: What was your experience like when you worked at TCBY?

A: Manager was aggressive in responding to employee mistakes which made

                  it hard to ask questions and communicate

Q: What was your reason for leaving?

A: Our pay didn’t reflect the responsibilities that were placed on us because

                  our manager did not effectively run the store

. Q: How could we have made your employment better?

A: A better stocked, cleaned, and efficiently run store and a more supportive

    manager



Q: Do you feel that you were adequately trained?

A: No, when issues arose I did not know how to fix them nor did I have a

   good way of reporting them or finding the right answer

A: If there were problems, were you able to address your problems during your

    employment?

Q:  No, the manager did not care about our needs nor about our ideas on how

    to improve the business

Reflection

This group presentation turned out to be a nice assignment. Most of my group members were 

eager to participate and the work was divided evenly. There was a problem with one member who just 

stopped showing up to class or responding to our messages. But we were able to pick up the slack and 

pull together a really nice presentation. I can see how this will be great experience for the working 

world. The actual presentation went off with little problems, except maybe me needing to slow down as 

I talked, the power point was pretty and clear, and we were unified in our message. So, all in all, Yay 

group!


